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(Letouzey et al., 1995; Talbot and Alavi, 1996).

Salt can also be extruded along tear
faults, deflection and pull-apart zones
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This analogue model with sand (light colour) and silicone putty (dark colour), was designed to study the evolution of pre-existing domes
during compression, and their relation with the thrusts. Computer-controlled X ray tomography allows us to follow the kinematic evolution
of the model in three dimensions. (A) Horizontal and vertical image within the model at the initial stage, showing three circular buried
silicone domes. This two layered model was shortened horizontally at a rate of 4 cm/h. (B) During shortening, pre-existing domes are
horizontally squeezed, and contraction forces the silicone upward through the overburden layer.
Sand box modelling with sand and silicone layers confirms that weak zones, such as pre-existing salt domes, influence thrust localisation
during folding (Letouzey et al., 1995). It is clearly visible on horizontal slices through the models during the shortening that the location of
pre-existing domes influences fault location and propagation. During shortening, pre-existing domes are squeezed, forcing silicone upward
as shown previously by Letouzey et al. (1995), and Vendeville and Nilsen (1995). Such experiments can illustrate what we observe along
thrust zones like the High Zagros ones.

In the Zagros provinces most of the Hormuz salt reaches the surface during the
Neogene Zagros folding. Analogue modelling suggests that thrust and wrench
location was influenced by pre-existing salt domes. Squeezing of pre-existing salt
domes is a major mechanism for the rise and extrusion of salt.
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With pre-existing diapirs, during shortening, diapirs are horizontally
squeezed, and contraction forces the silicone upward through the
overburden layer. As already observed in similar experiments (Letouzey
& al., 1995; 2004), The analysis of the models suggests that the
initiation of thrust and wrench faults is influenced by pre-existing salt
diapirs (weak zones). Emergent diapirs occurred always above
pre-existing domes, depending of the contraction rate Fig.21.
Erosion, and more generally thin overburden, favor development of
emergent diapirs during compression, whereas sedimentation ( or thick
overburden over pre-existing diapirs ), prevent or slow down diapir
emergence. Depending of the pre-compression diapir shape and
distribution: in some models folds developed between emergent
diapirs. In other models diapirs are cut and passively transported, over
ramp, within the folds. In other words emergent diapirs must occurred
at the plunging axe of the fold, but some diapirs exposed in the core of
anticlines are detached from their root. They emerge after squeezing
and/or erosion Fig.19.
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Physical experiments
We used analogue laboratory experiments to study the mechanisms of
salt extrusion, the role of possible pre-existing salt structures (i.e.
pillows and diapirs) in the mode of localization of newly formed thrust,
fold and tear faults. X-ray tomography was applied to sandbox
experiments, allowing the kinematic evolution and three-dimensional
geometry to be analysed without interrupting or destroying the
deformation models. These analog models with sand and silicone putty,
were designed to study: (1) the evolution of folding without pre existing
domes, but with several decollement levels within the sedimentary pile
Fig.11; (2) the evolution of pre-existing diapirs with different shape, with
normal and oblique compression, and their relation with fault and folds.
We also investigated the influence of erosion and sedimentation during
shortening Fig.19, 21.

On this bases, we argue that the driving
mechanism of Hormuz halokinesis
extrusion, during the Zagros folding and
erosion, is the squeezing of pre-existing
salt diapirs, These diapirs also influence
the location of thrusts and strike slip
faults (weak zones). Emergent diapirs
occurred above pre-existing domes
along these faults, or at the plunging
axes of the folds. Diapirs exposed in the
core of the anticlines could be detached
from their root, over the thrust ramp.
Understanding the formation and
development of the Hormuz diapirs is
very important for reservoir prediction
and hydrocarbon trapping, in the Zagros
province.
Models without pre-existing diapirs, but
with several decollement levels within
the sedimentary pile, show lateral
variation of geometrical characteristics
of fold and faults correspond to different
arrangements of ductile and brittle rocks
(Sherkati & Letouzey in press)
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Model with five domes and an oblique shortening direction (45), as for the N-S Kazerun or Mangharak fault zones during the
Zagros folding). This two-layered model was shortened horizontally at a rate of 4 cm/h. Slices at different steps show the
squeezing of the pre-existing domes. These domes also influence the location of thrusts and strike slip faults.
Emergent diapirs occurred above pre-existing domes along the fault zones. As described above, the Kazerun and
Mengharak fault zones consist of en-echelon segments of steep right-lateral transfer faults. They are detached from the
basement by the Hormuz decollement level. Based on our experimental observations we assume that their location was due
to the presence of pre-existing salt domes. Furthermore, emergent diapirs can occur either above pre-existing domes, or
locally in wrench fault deflection or pull-apart zones.
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